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purine biosynthetic pathway, suggesting that this could be a useful target. 

Different types ofFGAR amidotransferase are found in most prokaryotes (bacteria) when 

compared to eukaryotes. The exception to this statement is beta and gamma-proteobacteria, which 

have the same enzyme as eukaryotes. The enzyme FGAR amidotransferase catalyzes the fourth step 

in the purine biosynthetic pathway. In the fourth step the amide nitrogen from glutamine is 

transferred to FGAR (formylglycinamide ribonucleotide) to form FGA11 and glutamate. ATP 

provides the energy for the reaction. The purine biosynthetic pathway is essential for all organisms 

to survive since it produces adenine monophosphate (A11P) and guanine monophosphate (GMP), 

two of the four nucleotides in DNA and RNA. 

Figure 1: The Purine Biosynthetic Pathway 

Figure 2: Glutamine +FGAR + ATP = glutamate +FGAM + ADP + Pi. 























previously (Silverstein and Webster, 1998). 

The envisioned future of this synthesis will involve a bulky protecting group at C2 and C3 

which will hopefully provide more steric hinderance on the alpha face of the molecule. The 

synthetic approach will use a protected N-formyJglycine group and react it with the sterically 

hindered ribose derivative in a hindered SNI reaction. Since the protected N- formylglycine is a 

very bulky molecule, the steric hinderance on the alpha face should cause the major product to be 

in the beta conformation. 

Isolation and Ampb(ication ofplfrL 

To attack the problem of finding and amplifying the mRNA that codes for the purL 

protein (FGAR amidotransferase) in the species Homo sapiens, the nucleotide sequence was 

needed. The sequence was found on the National Institute ofHealth's database on the web. The 

sequence for purL can be viewed in appendix A. To obtain the clone, RNA had to be isolated. 

This was done by using the RNAqueaous system by Ambion. To verify that RNA was 

successfully isolated a sample of the isolate was run on a RNA gel. RNA was present and this 

was determined by the presence of the 28S and 18S sub-units of ribosomal RNA appear as two 

bands in the smear at the bottom of the left lane. 

Figure 3: RNA geL The left lane the bands of human 28S and l8S sub-units ofrRNA can be seen towards the bottom. 
The band at the top is presumably high molecular weight RNA 
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cDNA can be produced from the RNA by adding the enzyme reverse transcriptase (RT), which 

will take the RNA templates and produce cDNA. 

The R T reaction was done with the Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus (M-ML V) and 

Avian Myeloblastosis Virus (AMY) reverse transcriptase enzymes, which bind to the oligo dT 

primer. Since mRNA has a poly A tail, the oligo dT primer is incorporated into the reaction. 

cDNA was used as a template in peR with human purL primers to amplify the human cDNA. 

The only enzyme that produced cDNA was the M-MLV RT. The lane that corresponds to the M

MLV reaction mixture was the only lane with a smear in the below gel photo. 

Figure 4 peR reaction. The smeared lane is presumably cDNA 

cDNA is produced from the RT reaction, but the method that is being used will produce a 

cDNA for every RNA template being expressed in the white blood ceJl at time of harvesting. To 

select just the desired cDNA to be amplified during peR, primers were made using the purL 

sequence that will only bind to the purL cDNA. cDNA was obtained and peR amplified as seen 

in the gel photo with the appearance of the lower marked band, however, the band is at approx. 

1.1 kilo bases (kb) and purL is approximately 4 kb. The product does not match with the expected 

result, concluding that the peR reaction did not successfully purL. 
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